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In the last issue of the Profane Arts (Vol. VIII No. 1, Spring, 99)
I reported on two carvings, never before reported, which repre-
sent the fight to see who will wear the pants in the family. This
theme exists on a misericord at Rouen where a young couple
kneel and each pulls on one side of the pants they hold between
them. The man very probably holds a knife which he will use if
he thinks he is losing the struggle. At Villefranche-de-Rouergue
an elderly couple are seated as they fight for the pants, which
have no legs, only holes. There are two fights for the trousers at
Hoogstraaten (Belgium), in one the long legs on the trousers are
different one from the other; possibly referring to masculine and
feminine traits. The second struggle involves two women fight-
ing so intently that they ignore the man who leans over, grabs
his pants and flees.

A pair of misericords at Leon Cathedral (Spain) shows the
result of the fight for the pants. On one carving the man holds a
distaff and in another on the same set of choir stalls the wife is
donning a pair of pants. The couple is similar in position and
attribute to an engraving, The henpecked Husband, by Israel van
Mechenen but he places both people side by side in the same
print.

In the last issue we reported another couple who had fought for
the pants. This couple, now in separate churches at St. Cernin
and St. Illide in the Cantal, were originally in the same set at the
former abbey of St. Chamant. Here too the iconography is
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similar to the Van Mechenen engraving.

This winter I visited the Cathedral of Plasencia in Spain. On my
last visit the curate refused me entry to the choir and I was not
able to see the choir stalls. This time , with a new priest and an
introduction from the mayor's office I was locked into the choir
for an entire day. I entered by a side door which was then
locked from the outside. For an iconographer of misericords
there can be no greater gift!

On two arm-rests, both on the high level of stalls I found obvi-
ously illustrations of the fight for the trousers. Both figures are
seated and the heads are missing. One figure is obviously a man
in a long robe belted at the waist with a small container, which
might have held a knife, at the back of his belt. [Fig. 1] The
man has large feet encased in high soft boots. In one hand he
holds a distaff. His other arm is missing.

On another arm-rest a woman sits. (Fig. 2] She wear a simple
dress and low pointed shoes. She has lifted the dress in front
above her knees and is donning a pair of pants which she will
wear under her dress. The iconography is standard, following
the van Mechenem engraving. The couple are on separate arm-
rests, not contiguous, one on the south side and one on the west.
Each person is seated on the molding, feet on a molding that is
decorated with a carved frieze on these richly ornamented stalls.

Since we now know of four fights for the trousers, (Rouen,
Hoogstraten (2), Villefranche-de-Rouergue) and three couples
who have completed the fight (Leon, St. Cernin-St. Illide,
Plasencia) and we join these with the plethora of marital battles
in Great Britain, Spain and Belgium, we ask how many more
marital battles are yet to be uncovered? We hope that each pair
of eyes searching and researching any choir stalls will keep this
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motif in mind and report any new fights for the trousers to the
Profane Arts.

Misericordia international
Internet:Elainecblock@cs.com
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review's Iconographie L^aboratory

at itLalamazoo

On Saturday afternoon, May 6, 2000 and also in July at Leeds,
England, an iconographie laboratory will take place. As far as
we know this is an innovation and we hope that participants will
be pleased with the results.

There will be a panel of experts available; including Claude
Gaignebet and Elaine C. Block, who will offer their opinions on
the interpretation of profane images that pose problems to
researchers. We make no definitive promises at happy solutions
but we should propose some interesting possibilities.

The images we intend to analyze might be from ivories, tapes-
tries, manuscript marginalia, misericords or other media. We
will present these images either on slides or in photocopies at
the laboratory session so the group may view them convenient-

The preceding two articles on Obscuring Iconography and The
Woman in the Yellow Dress should provide some ideas on icono-
graphie problems and methods of analysis as prelude to this ses-
sion..

While researchers with iconographie problems may bring their
images directly to the laboratory session, we would prefer see-
ing the images in advance. Please send them by email to:
Internet:Elainecblock@cs.com or by snail mail to Misericordia
international at 337 West 87 Street; NY NY 10024 before April
1. For the Leeds laboratory please send images before June 15
to Misericordia international at 1 rue Castex; Paris 75004;
France. We have already received several images and plan to
duplicate these as a leaflet for participants at the laboratory.
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Those who wish to join the panel of experts and to receive pho-
tocopies of selected images in advance, please send name and
snail address to Misericordia international in New York.

When you send your enigmatic images please include:
Your name and address
Date and origin of the image, if known
Any information you already possess as to the signif-

cance of the image

Included below are several samples of images that will be
included in this session.
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1. a, b, c St. Sauveur, Bruges XV century
Three scenes with a bearded man in robe and hood
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2. St. Seurin, Bordeaux
Two men with intertwined legs and arms

3. St. Seurin, Bordeaux
Man with bellows grills tongues
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4. Embroidered Pouch - French
XIV century
Woman in Yellow dress between wildman (?) and anoth
er woman

5. Hoogstraten, Belgium
XVI century
Man pulls the trousers off a man seated in a fireplace
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